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We began poking about Oklahoma with Tulsa, Oil Capital of

We’ll admit that we’re impressed by the sight of all that

the World boosters claim, westernmost border of the Ozarks

lucre, or its outward manifestation, and spent part of an after

according to maps, an anomalous m etropolis thum bing a

noon giving it the once-over.

defiant nose at dustbowls and depression. Tulsa began life in

We began by a sortee up 27th Place ogling residences on

1836 as Tulsey Town, which ethnolinguists derive from tallasi,

either side of the street. Here a neo-colonial facade laden with

a Creek Indian word that translates prosaically as town, to the

columns and sporting a porte-cochere abuts a faux-hacienda

chagrin of romantics. It’s hard to wax nostalgic about a place

that might have come from the Hollywood through which Tom

named “Town Town.”

Mix and Marlene Dietrich sashayed half a century back. Down

However Tulsans feel about it, though, the occurrence of

the street, a Swiss chalet curtsies to a steel-and-glass pillbox

their city’s name in a palindrome provokes our linguistic hor

reminiscent of the Bauhaus school popular in the 1920s. The

mones. Palindromes are sentences that read the same back

thread connecting them all, the tasteful and the amusingly

wards as forwards. A man. A plan. A canal. Panama!, for

awful, is spun with megabucks. The architectural fashion show

example, which, it’s said, Thurber exultantly recited over the
telephone to a sleepy Harold Ross, his editor, at three or four
a.m. Another old favorite is the apochryphal introduction in
the garden of Eden, Madam I'm Adam, to which the fickle lady
supposedly answered, palindromically, Name no one man.
A slut nixes sex in Tulsa, though, outclasses the competi
tion, a serendipitous triumph of vocables attached to reality by
only the most tenuous of threads.
Getting down to business, we must admit that Tulsa isn’t
truly in the Ozarks—not geographically, not in tone, certainly
not in the minds of Tulsans. It is, however, the natural gateway
to the Oklahoman Ozarks and a city so interestingly varied and
so neatly contrasting with the Ozarks that to leave it out would
be churlish, a case of being penny-wise and pound-foolish with
one’s adventure.
For us. Tulsa begins with two wonderful museums set in a
section of city redolent of money—old money bark-shaggy with
robber baronism, new money slick as the marble-clad foyers of
the downtown banks, nonchalant money that buys blacksmithwrought iron fences which open to private driveways whose
leisurely curves furrow a green froth of lawns graced by man
sions where ostentation sits, to borrow T.S. Eliot’s words, “As
a silk hat on a Bradford millionaire."
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continues along Rockford Road, crossing Utica Avenue at 29th

enchant even the dourly adam ant non-intellectual. Their

Street making a pleasant interlude for connoisseurs of con

twenty-three acres celebrate ways of creating order from an

spicuous consumption.

inherently undisciplined world of earth and plant. A formal

At the end of 27th Place, across Rockford, we entered the

garden complements the house’s Italian Renaissance design.

Philbrook, a museum of particular charm, if only modest hold

Beyond this section, strollers wander through and past a sim

ings. Long, low, pink-and-brown stone wings meet at a ten

ulated Roman grotto, a reflecting pond, and similar fancies.

sided rotunda which becomes, inside, a smoothly curved, nearly

Browsers will find brief notations on plaques along the way

spherical dome. The rotunda is a 1990 addition to the original

while the dedicated may purchase The Villa and Garden

Philbrook mansion, and inside and out it forms the inevitable

Handbook at the Museum Shop.

focus of attention.

On the way to the Philbrook Art Center we happened across

The Philbrook has a little of everything from Renaissance

the Woodward Gardens and Tulsa Garden Center, just a few

painting to African sculpture, but the gardens on a mild day will

blocks away. The gardens are magnificent, particularly from
late summer to early fall when terraces of dusky red roses lead
the way up to a Spanish-style brick-and-shingle meeting center.
Beyond, a greenhouse and then Woodward Park itself invite
stressed-out travelers to enjoy a few minutes away from the
city’s hustle and bustle.
The casual visitor may be lucky enough to wander into a
photographic session of a bride-to-be, as we did. She seemed,
for a moment, to float against the backdrop of Greek Revival
colonnades enveloped in white-satin-and-lace. Photo session
over, Ms. soon-to-be-Mrs., who apparently had to get back to
work, proceeded to slip out of her wedding duds and into blue
jeans in the parking lot, undignified, but practical ...and a
serendipitous bit of entertainment for the accidental spectator.
Insatiable museum-goers, we decided to take a gander at
Tulsa’s Jewish museum, The Gershon and Rebecca Fenster
Museum of Jewish Art. It happens to be a near-neighbor of the
Philbrook, which is convenient for first-time visitors.
The Fenster Museum developed as a grassroots community
effort, spearheaded by mem bers of the B’nai Emunah
Synagogue, to preserve and display Judaica. Its four galleries
occupy space in the lobby and adjacent rooms of the
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Synagogue, which also boasts an auditorium-cum-theatre and
a lively drama and film program, all open to the public.
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Wandering through the galleries, we come across adjuncts

After a tour, we found ourselves wandering back to a group

to Jewish life dating from the late-Renaissance to the twentieth

of gouache and watercolor sketches that Olaf Seltzer sent back

century. Ivory-handled circumcision knives vie for attention

east, vivid and lively buffalo, campfires, cowboys riding herd.

with festive kitubot, examples of the formal marriage contract

These wonderful impressions sketched on envelopes and the

required by Jewish law to protect the bride’s property and set

margins of letters turn up just around the corner from the

forth her rights. A collection of Jewish New Year cards peers

Russells, and seem to us in no way inferior to Russell’s work

up from glass cases. Of note is a curtain that once hung before

though on a much smaller scale.

The Ark, the tapestry handworked in colored-silk interwoven

The Gilcrease, we found, has its own outdoor pageant, 440

with silver-gilt thread. Biblical tableaus parade across a flow

acres of garden, or, to be more accurate, gardens, each defined

ered field whose borders enfold the field in skyblue. A separate

by style or theme. The Pioneer Garden, for example, inter

room houses Jewish costumes and ceremonial cloths.

mingles edible plants on which pioneers fed their physical

A misprint in the descriptive label headed “Marriage In

bodies with ornam entals that fed their nostalgia for their

Jewish Tradition” should provoke a smile. An interchange of c

European home; the Gillies Garden incorporates carved sym

and a, created the statement, “This [the canopy under which the

bols derived from Native American ceremonies; the Byron and

couple stands] creates a scared [sic] place in which the cere

Audrey Boone Grove, lays out a festival of Austrian pines, dog

mony is held.” Alas, too often true.

woods, and Oklahoma redbuds which runs the gam ut,

The Gilcrease Museum likes to boast, and with good reason,

America’s love affair with the automobile, which may reflect

American West.” Hung with the panache appropriate to serious

love affairs consummated in the automobile, Mac’s Antique Car

art, though possibly a bit too much to absorb and appreciate en

Museum should give jalopyists and tinkerers a few happy

masse, the Gilcrease holdings prove two important points: 1)

m om ents. We had to adm it to a yearning— th at stopped

the art of the American West starts early and builds to great

respectably short of lust—for the star of the museum, a lov

ness—there is nothing provincial about it, 2) it’s a lot more fun

ingly-restored 1926 Chrysler Roadster, the sort of vehicle that

to look at pictures while wandering about clean, softly-lighted

prompts a wistful shake of the head followed by heart-felt, “They

spaces than while tramping along the dank and dingy corridors

just don’t make ’em like that anymore.”

we often encounter when “doing” art on our European grand
tour.
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according to the season, of green, white-and-pink, and red.

that it houses “...the world’s largest collection of art of the

Tooling around Tulsa and environs can be an entertaining
and inexpensive pastime. Oral Roberts University dedicated its

One of the nicest ways to begin an acquaintance with the

campus here in 1965, and the purposeful parade of clean-cut

Gilcrease may be via an introductory tour by a volunteer docent.

and determined students always seems to comfort those wor-

The tours are given at 2 p.m. each day and are free. Each docent

rywarts—of whatever religion—who equate youth with hellfire-

infuses the tour with something of his or her interest along

and-damnation.

with an overview of the collection. One concentrates on the

We joined the faithful scurrying about The Prayer Tower,

colonial or Federal history depicted by early artists such as

whose futuristic design suggests a polyhedral cigar balanced on

Copley and Stuart; another compares Winslow Homer’s han

a thickened base and flaunting a steel-and-glass tutu a little

dling of light in his oils and watercolors while a third may con

above its midpoint. Though it bears more than a passing resem

centrate on the differences between Russell and Remington,

blance to Seattle’s Space Needle, by the way, The Golden Driller,

relating those differences to the artists’ training and personality

a 55 foot tall wildcatter caught in a sedate moment, offers a

before talking about the Rockies’ entrance into America’s

nearer and locally more relevant rival. The big fellow stands

psyche through the rom antic visions of such painters as
Bierstadt, Church, and Moran.

tall before the Exposition Center at Tulsa’s State Fairgrounds,
home to sundry events during the year, rodeos to craft fairs.

Every third year, The International Petroleum Exposition,
billed as “the world's largest industrial trade show” takes pride
of place at the Center. 1997 being such a third year, tourists
may wander around the drill rigs, seismic boom boxes, geologic
charts and all the rest of the high-tech equipment needed to
get at and get out the black gold on which we all depend.
Driving around one day, we happened on the Morning Star
Baptist Church, East Pine Street and T. Oscar Chappelle, Sr.
Place, about 1000 East on Pine, and stopped to take a few pic
tures. Nobody seemed to be around and the door was locked,
so we saw only the minuscule and uninformative slice of the
interior visible through a front window. As we were leaving,
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though, a limousine pulled into the parking lot and the

role in the region’s economy as the guidance center for the

founder’s son, The Reverend T. Oscar Chappelle, Jr., ushered a

445-mile McClellan-Kerr Arkansas River Navigation System.

group of parishioners inside. We were able to speak with

The Arkansas Waterway Museum displays photographic records

Reverend Chappelle, Jr. briefly a few minutes later as we and

of the river, and riverboat and marine artifacts salvaged or col

he left almost simultaneously.

lected over the years. There’s also a Cherokee Nation Arts and

His father, for whom the street is named, got the idea for
the church s unusual design while traveling and had an archi
tect draft plans which were realized in 1965.

Crafts Center at the Catoosa Interchange should an irresistible
urge to shop overwhelm you in this unlikely setting.
Inveterate bargain hunters, we would have driven 20 miles

Conceived as an Eternal Flame, the Morning Star Baptist

northeast of Tulsa to Claremore, which calls itself “The Den of

Church also suggests cupped hands, a dual-symbolism, if you

Antiquity” and boasts of more than 400 antique dealers, for the

will, the flame of faith and the comfort of the church. The

chance at an arrowhead or rusted iron cauldron, but Claremore

flame motif is repeated twice, first in the form of a stained glass

has a greater claim to fame in the birthplace and burial site of

window embraced by the inward-curving walls, then by twin

Oklahoma’s favorite son, Will Rogers. Actually, Rogers himself

doorways placed symmetrically at ground level equidistant

claimed to have been born “halfway between Claremore and

from an imagined vertical center line. Unfortunately, the unin

Oologah before there was a town at either place,” but always

spired rectangular forms detract a bit from an otherwise

spoke of himself as being from Claremore. He liked to say,

graceful facade spangled with stars.

“nobody but an Indian could pronounce Oologah.”

For contrast, we drove over to 1301 S. Boston Street to

A 20-acre site on a low hilltop overlooking the city holds his

sample the “Cathedral -style Boston Avenue Methodist Church,

remains and those of his wife and their infant son. He intended

which has achieved the distinction of a listing on the National

to make it his retirement home. Fate intervened, however, in

Register of Historic Places. The church sends its tower, com

the form of a fatal plane crash in Alaska in 1935. Now, a stone

plete with chapel at the summit, soaring 255 feet above the

building commemorates the legendary humorist, actor, and

ground, and is considered the first example of skyscraper engi

columnist.

neering to be integrated with traditional cathedral form.

The memorial itself, made up of the tomb, three galleries,

Those for whom the intricacies of the country's river sys

and a carefully landscaped and maintained terrace garden, vir

tems exert some fascination should mosey on over, as we did,

tually bulges with Will Rogers memorabilia—playbills, saddles,

to the Port of Catoosa at 5350 Cimarron Road in nearby

photographs—which supplement an extensive library. A small

Catoosa. The largest inland port in the country, it plays a major

theater shows Rogers’ films daily, drawing from the 71 movies,
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Seen from the house, Oologah Lake stretches lazily out
toward the horizon in silvery silence while longhorn cattle,
horses, and goats graze peacefully on swathes of adjacent farm
land.
We spent part of the next day at the J. M. Davis Gun
Museum. More than just a collection of guns, although there
are something like 20,000 of them on display, the museum
showcases an impressive array of musical instruments, steins,
saddles, animal trophies, Indian artifacts, prehistoric pottery,
and knives and swords from all over. World War I enthusiasts
can pore over a selection of 600-plus posters generated by the
war-to-end-all-wars while those interested in John Rogers, a
sculptor of the second half of the nineteenth century, stroll
P hotograph by K rista L amb

among his bronzes of ordinary people talking, working, resting
as they did 150 years ago.

50 of them silent, that have been preserved. In front of the

It would be remiss of us not to mention the gunsmith shop,

building, a copy of the famous Jo Davidson bronze (the orig

circa 1840, faithfully replicated in wood, with a contingent of

inal is in Washington, D.C.) slouches toward those who come

live riflemen on hand demonstrating muzzle-loading tech

to pay tribute—Rogers, hands in pockets, sporting his familiar

niques and discussing the finer points of gun construction. The

grin. The base of the statue bears the oft-quoted line, “I never

world’s smallest automatic pistol, the Kolibri, weighing 2 1/2

met a man I didn’t like.” Elsewhere in and around the stone edi

ounces and firing 2.7 mm cartridges, also vies for attention,

fice, other statues, including one by Charles Russell, consort

along with an exquisite Miquelet lock, the bronze-inlaid firing

with paintings by various modern artists.

mechanism of an early rifle whose stock is an arabesque of mar

We went on about 12 miles to the northwest. Where State
Highway 88 meets U.S. 169, Oologah, pronounced as it’s spelled

John Monroe Davis, the museum ’s founder, first became

(the double “o like the double “o” in “boot”), in due course

interested in guns in 1894 at the age of seven, when his father

appeared. Three miles northeast of the town, we entered Will

presented him with a muzzle-loading shotgun. Seventy-one

Rogers State Park, the site of the house in which Will Rogers

years later, his collection had grown to the point of overflowing

made his worldly debut.

seven rooms, the lobby, and the ballroom of the Mason Hotel

The year was 1879 and the birth took place at home, in a

in Claremore, which he owned. He then turned over his hold

log-cabin that grew by additions over the years into a house.

ings to the state of Oklahoma which agreed to preserve it for

That house was moved one mile west of its original site nearly

public display. Four years later, in 1969, Davis celebrated his

ninety years later, as the 1960s drew to a close, to accommo

82nd birthday at the opening of the present museum. —

date the Oologah dam.
We toured the house the only way one can, in the company
of guides decked out in period costumes. The furnishings are
not original, but they are of the period, and give a sense of what
life was like in the 1890's, when Oklahoma had not yet been
admitted to statehood. An Amish-constructed barn, complete
with animals, sits on the grounds and can be visited any time.
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quetry-work in ivory and bronze.

